In this paper we consider the dynamics of solutions of impulsive differential equations with fixed time moments of impulsive effects on the basis of comparison methods and vector Lyapunov functions. We propose sufficient conditions on the following dynamic properties: stability, attractivity, and some combinations of them.
Introduction
In [1] it has been proposed to study the stability of solutions of impulsive differential equations on the basis of comparison method and Vector Lyapunov Functions (VLF).
In this paper, we obtain more weak sufficient conditions of stability and extend this approach onto more wide class of dynamic properties. The main aim of this paper is to show that on the basis of comparison methods which is rather traditional, now it is very easy to obtain sufficient conditions of different dynamic properties. In Section 2, we describe mathematical models of analyzed system and comparison system. In Section 3, we state and prove Wazewski- Assume also that the conditions of Lamina 3.1 are satisfied and in the sense of (2) upper solutions of (2.2) Then (4.1c)=(4.1), i.e., asymptotic stability of (2.2) implies the analogous property of (2.1). Then PcPc-estimation of (2.2)implies PP-estimation of (2.1). (1 + dmax)2V(X); Ck (1 + dmax)2yk.
Variation of y on T as decreasing is equal to y(t k 1)(1-e-2T), therefore AyCk(yk)-Y(tk) has to be equal or less then y(tt_ 1)(1-e -2T) if we want to have stability of (6.4 
